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Pride and Prejudice: A Brief Introduction

Few other English novels can claim to be as widely and consistently 
read since the day they came into print as Jane Austen's Pride and 
Prejudice (1813), and to have been regarded by so many readers 
with passionate personal attachment. While other writers before 
and after her have come and gone from both popular culture 
and critical acclaim, Austen has remained a popular and critical 
favorite from her own day to this. 

Jane Austen completed the first version of Pride.and Prejudice
then titled First Impressions- in 1796, when she was just 21. 

Although she had never before been published, Jane had been 
writing short stories and novellas for the amuSement of her 
family for years, and her father thought highly enough of First 
Impressions that he wrote to a major London publisher to inquire 
about the costs of publishing it. Unf01tunately for Jane (and 
perhaps for the publishing house), the letter was returned, and the 
manuscript remained in the Austen household. 

It would be another 15 years before Jane Austen achieved 
publication, with Sense and Sensibility (1811). With her favorite 
brother Henry now acting as her literary agent, Austen submitted 
the manuscript to publisher Thomas Egerton, setting aside "a 
reserve from her very moderate income to meet the expected loss" 
if the book failed to sell. The first edition of Sense and Sensibility 
was off the shelves in just 20 months, however, and far from 
depleting her savings, Austen was in receipt of a check for 140 
pounds from the publisher. 

Buoyed by the success of Sense and Sensibility, Austen revised 
her old manuscript of First Impressions, and Egerton offered 
her an advance of 110 pounds for the novel now called Pride and 
Prejudice. (Given that both novels were modestly attributed to 
an anonymous "Lady," the parallel titles must have helped guide 
fans of the first book to purchase the second). Pride and Prejudice 
became Austen's most popular novel, within her own life and 
through the subsequent years. 

As for the plot, "the bare bones of the novel may not promise 
scintillation," as Natalie Tyler writes in The Friendly Jane Austen. 
"A country family," not particularly wealthy or distinguished, 
"must find husbands for five daughters." What makes Pride and 
Prejudice remarkable, and remarkably beloved, as Tyler notes, 
is Austen's gift for creating memorable characters. Her heroine, 
Elizabeth Bennet, '1is arguably the most beloved character in any 
English novel." Austen herself clearly adored "Lizzy" as much as 
any of her readers then or since. "I must confess that I think her as 
delightful a creature as ever appeared in print," she wrote to her 
sister Cassandra, "and how I shall be able to tolerate those who do 
not like her at least I do not know." 

Fortunately for Austen, almost everyone likes Lizzy. "Her wit 
and intelligence," Tyler explains, "as well as her ability to admit 
her mistakes and to stand up to the forces of tyranny, make her 
irresistible." She is not a perfect paragon of vhtue like her older 
sister, Jane, but rather someone whom eve1y reader can either fall 
in love with or aspire to be, someone as mischievously funny as 
she is sharply intelligent, as good-hearted as she is perceptive, as 
independent as she is fiercely loyal. 

Around the bright star of Elizabeth, Austen created a whole galaxy 
of brilliantly-drawn supporting characters: Mrs. Bennet, pushy, 

garnllous and absurd; Mr. Bennet, clever, funny and vaguely 
ineffectual; Lydia, the wayward flirt; Mr. Collins, the pompous 
bore; Lady Catherine DeBourgh, the terrifying aristocratic battle
axe; as well as, of course, the object of Elizabeth's affections, the 
"tall, dark and handsome" Mr. Darcy, who turns out to be his 
future wife's intellectual equal. 

As both "First Impressions" and "Pride and Prejudice" indicate, 
it is a novel about one of Austen's most persistent concerns, 
the difference between how people seem and their true inward 
character. Among the vast array of characters, Austen rings subtle 
changes on this theme, so that Lizzy's mother, for example, may 
seem to be an obnoxious loudmouth in one scene and a touchingly 
concerned parent in another, just as her father, whose sense 
of humor gives him a special bond with Lizzy, is also revealed 
to be irresponsible and even petty in his actions. Although a 
few characters, like Mr. Collins, may seem merely ridiculous, 
generally, each judgment that we pass on the characters is refined 
and conditioned by a subsequent scene in which we see them in a 
new light. 

Just as the author requires us to revise and re-examine our 
impressions of each of her characters, her central duo, Elizabeth 
and Darcy, must each learn to enact the same process in their 
unfolding relationship. To Elizabeth, Darcy initially seems 1ike a 
heartless, uptight snob, just as she seems irreverent and vulgar to 
him. Slowly, and sometimes painfully, both realize that they have 
been mistaken, and both, in Robert Polhemus's metaphor, "come 
at last to move in complementary harmony and rhythm." 

Jane Austen is not often described as a "revolutionary" novelist, 
but as Natalie Tyler points out, there was a revolutionary quality, 
at the turn of the 19th centmy, to depicting love as a match between 
minds. In one of the novel's most moving scenes, after Mr. Darcy 
has just asked Mr. Bennet for his permission to marry Elizabeth, 
she and her father have a heart-to-heart conversation. This is, as 
Tyler says, "perhaps the only time we catch" the happy-go-lucky 
Mr. Bennet looking "grave and serious," a sign of the scene's 
unique prominence. In this rare moment of complete candor, his 
words are telling: 

I know your disposition, Lizzy, I know that you could be 
neither happy nor respectable, unless you truly esteemed you 
husband ... Your lively talents would place you in the gravest 
danger in an unequal marriage. 

A little later, finally able to speak candidly with one another, 
Elizabeth asks Darcy to explain why he fell in love with her. After 
dismissing her beauty and her manners as possible causes, she 
playfully asks him ifhe fell in love with her "impe1tinence." Darcy 
replies, "For the liveliness of your mind, I did." 

While Austen is in some ways ve1y unlike the Romantic novelists 
who were her contemporaries, she is like them in her fascination 
with the psychological interior, with the mind that propels 
her characters through the polite veneers of Georgian society, 
and pa1tiular1y her female characters. Ultimately, the lasting 
greatness and appeal of Pride and Prejudice probably derive 
from the masterful, multi-dimensional depiction of Elizabeth, "an 
intelligent, lively woman who is loved for her mind." (Tyler, 131). 


















